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Subordinate Conjunctions 
Editing 

 

Subordinate Conjunction = joins a fragment with a sentence, separated by a comma. 

 

   because, if, although, when, since, before, after, once, unless… 

      Examples: 

 
 

  Because it is Tuesday, Hilda will eat pancakes. 

  Before we make the pizza, we must buy the dough. 

  Once the tigers are fed, the zookeeper can eat her dinner. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 

1.  becuz of there unique design baseball is a widely recognizible sports ball 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

2.  once the Rubber or Cork center is ready it is rapped in yarn or string 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

3.  since it must weigh 5 ounces Baseball can be wrappd up to a miles in yarn 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

4.  after the wrapping Process too strips of white leather is stitch together  

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

5.  when a ball is pitch the red stitchin acts like Wings making the ball swerve 

      _______________________________________________________________________ 

6.  if a pitcher is good he or she can throw a Curveball fastball Slider sinker an Cutter  

      _______________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

 

 

    

Careful, sometimes subordinate conjunctions are just part of a normal sentence: 

We went to the movies because it was a hot day. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

7.  pitchers make they’re own baseball in the 1850’s, because their was no standard              

      ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

8.  today all major league basebals is made by hand in costa rica, sinse machines were not successfull 

      ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

9.  several dozen Baseball are use in every Professional game, because of scratches discoloration etc 

      ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

10.  before a professional game Umpires lightly rub each baseball with mud so Pitcher get a better gripp 

      ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

11.  becuase one company supplys the special river mud it’s locashun is a secret (somewere near palmyra NJ). 

      ___________________________________________________________________________________ 

12.  when mark McGuire hits his recerd 70th homerun in 1998 the Baseball was sold by a Fan for $3.2 million 

      ___________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

Avoid simple sentences by using subordinate conjunctions! 
 

Baseball 
core, yarn, 

leather, mud 
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Subordinate Conjunctions 
Editing 

 

Subordinate Conjunction = joins a fragment with a sentence, separated by a comma. 

 

   because, if, although, when, since, before, after, once, unless… 

      Examples: 

 
 

  Because it is Tuesday, Hilda will eat pancakes. 

  Before we make the pizza, we must buy the dough. 

  Once the tigers are fed, the zookeeper can eat her dinner. 
 

 

 

 

 

 Edit and rewrite the following sentences. 

1.  becuz of there unique design baseball is a widely recognizible sports ball 

     Because of their unique design, baseballs are a widely recognizable sports ball. 

2.  once the Rubber or Cork center is ready it is rapped in yarn or string 

     Once the rubber or cork center is ready, it is wrapped in yarn or string. 

3.  since it must weigh 5 ounces Baseball can be wrappd up to a miles in yarn 

     Since it must weigh five ounces, baseballs can be wrapped up to a mile in yarn. 

4.  after the wrapping Process too strips of white leather is stitch together  

     After the wrapping process, two strips of white leather are stitched together.  

5.  when a ball is pitch the red stitchin acts like Wings making the ball swerve 

     When a ball is pitched, the red stitching acts like wings making the ball swerve. 

6.  if a pitcher is good he or she can throw a Curveball fastball Slider sinker an Cutter  

     If a pitcher is good, he or she can throw a curveball, fastball, slider, sinker, and cutter.  
 

 

 

 

    

Careful, sometimes subordinate conjunctions are just part of a normal sentence: 

We went to the movies because it was a hot day. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

7.  pitchers make they’re own baseball in the 1850’s because their was no standard              

     Pitchers made their own baseball in the 1850’s because there was no standard.              

8.  today all major league basebals is made by hand in costa rica, sinse machines were not successfull 

     Today, all major league baseballs are made by hand in Costa Rica, since machines were not successful. 

9.  several dozen Baseball are use in every Professional game, because of scratches discoloration etc 

     Several dozen baseballs are used in every professional game because of scratches, discoloration, etc. 

 10.  before a professional game Umpires lightly rub each baseball with mud so Pitcher get a better gripp 

       Before a professional game, umpires lightly rub each baseball with mud so pitchers get a better grip. 

 11.  becuase one company supplys the special river mud it’s locashun is a secret (somewere near palmyra NJ). 

       Because one company supplies the special river mud, its location is a secret (somewhere near Palmyra, NJ). 

 12.  when mark McGuire hits his recerd 70th homerun in 1998 the Baseball was sold by a Fan for $3.2 million 

       When Mark McGuire hit his record 70th homerun in 1998, the baseball was sold by a fan for $3.2 million. 
 

Avoid simple sentences by using subordinate conjunctions! 
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